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February 2019 Threat
Report

• A look back at the big threats of the last
year, but that’s not all.

• Highlights current trends most likely to
have an impact in the near future.

• Topics include:
• Modular threats
• Email as delivery method
• Revenue generation
• Data exfiltration

• The report highlights research carried out
by Talos, Cognitive Intelligence, and
Umbrella researchers.
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Emotet

• Emotet has been around for a few years,
recently growing in size.

• Began life as a banking trojan.

• Transitioned into a malware distribution
network.

• Modular threat, allowing 
for multiple payloads.

• Delivered by email spam campaigns.

• US-CERT estimates some Emotet
cleanups have cost up to $1 million.

AMP Email
Security Umbrella NGFW, NGIPS

Stealthwatch
AMP for

Endpoints
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VPNFilter

• Talos first identified this attack.

• IoT threat that targeted routers and
network attached storage devices.

• Likely spread using vulnerabilities in
compromised devices. (Cisco devices
were not vulnerable to this.)

• Data exfiltration is one of its key abilities.

• Three stages to threat:
1. Establish infection

2. Core functionality

3. Modular plugins

Umbrella NGFW, NGIPS
Stealthwatch
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Mobile Device
Management

• MDM functionality useful for managing
company devices.

• Bad actors have figured out how 
to leverage MDM.

• Can install modified versions 
of popular mobile apps.

• MDM attack scenarios seen in the wild
with modified versions of:
• WhatsApp
• Telegram

Email
Security Umbrella NGFW, NGIPS

Stealthwatch
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Malicious
Cryptomining

• Difference between legitimate and
malicious cryptomining: Consent.

• Negative impact on system performance,
power consumption.

• Impacts network performance.

• Possible regulatory concerns.

• The presence of malicious cryptomining
could point to other security holes in
network.

AMP Email
Security Umbrella NGFW, NGIPS

Stealthwatch
AMP for
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Olympic 
Destroyer

• Network disruptions occurred during 
2018 Winter Olympics opening
ceremonies.

• Talos discovered the disruptions were
caused by malware.

• A fast-moving attack leveraging
legitimate tools, wiper malware, etc.

AMP Email
Security Umbrella NGFW, NGIPS

Stealthwatch
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Email as 
malware vector

• Remains the most popular infection vector for
threat actors.

• Attackers behind Emotet crank out new
phishing campaigns regularly.

• Spam campaigns consistently trick users into
downloading the cryptomining software.

https://salesconnect.cisco.com/#/program/PAGE-
2242



 

Who we surveyed

• Set Up: How do you set yourself up for success with training, budget,
drills, best practices, and other core competencies?

• Architecture: What is your approach to vendor/solution selection and
alert management?

• Breach Readiness and Response: How do you manage breaches in terms
of what systems are affected, how much is lost and how long does it take
to recover?

From 3,200 security leaders from 18 countries in all
sizes of organizations including the private and public
sector, we uncovered data in three areas where security
decision-makers do their jobs:



 

What keeps
CISOs up at

night?
The

“Unknowns”



 

The four areas we found to
have a bearing on cyber health
were:

1. Budget
2. Employees/Users
3. Collaboration across IT
4. Vendors/Point Solutions

 



 
Additional hot topics
we focused on were …

1. Machine Learning
2. Artificial Intelligence
3. Automation
4. Cost of a Breach
5. What improvements

were made as a result of
a security breach?

6. Security in the Cloud!



79% of respondents said
it was somewhat or very
challenging to
orchestrate alerts from
multiple vendor
products, which is an
increase from 74% in
2018. 

Vendor Sprawl Doesn’t Help



In 2018 there were 54% of
respondents with 10 or fewer
vendors in their environment;
in 2019 this number has risen
to 63%. 
More respondents have fewer
vendors; vendor
consolidation, for a variety of
possible reasons, is real and
measurable. 

Vendor Consolidation is Real



We asked 2018 2019

Moving security to the cloud
has increased our efficiency,
allowing our security
personnel to focus on other
areas.

92% 93%

Leveraging cloud security
solutions allows us to be
more effective than operating
with on-premises.

91% 93%

Very challenging to defend
cloud infrastructure from
cyberattacks.

55% 52%

Ninety three percent turned to
the cloud for increased security
efficiency for their teams and
allow them to be more effective.

Confident Cloud Adoption & Defense



The good news is that more than 50 percent of
respondents are driving breach costs below half a

million. 

There remains a stubborn eight percent claiming an
eye-watering cost of more than $5 million per

incident for their most significant breach of the past
year. 

Fewer respondents claimed costs of $10M or more
per breach (one percent down from three percent).

CISOs are most concerned about
operations, customer retention and

brand reputation.

We Asked 2018 2019

Breach
cost of
$5M+

8% 8%

Breach
cost of

<$500K
47% 51%

Cost of Breach



 

40 percent are using
cyber insurance, at least
partly, to set their
budgets

Budget: Controlling Security Costs



98% strongly/somewhat agree
that the executive team has
established clear metrics for
assessing the effectiveness of their
security program.

Business Metrics

Metric 2018 2019

Time to
Detection 61% 51%

Time to
Patch 57% 40%

Time to
Remediate 30% 48%

Security Metrics



 

To reduce the level of effort required to
secure the organization:

Reliance on ML is down 67 percent in 2019
compared to 77 percent in 2018.

AI down 66 percent compared to 74 percent
in 2018.

Automation down 75 percent compared to
83 percent in 2018.



User behavior (e.g., clicking
malicious links in email or websites)
remains high and is now the top
concern for CISOs. This perception
of vulnerability has held steady for
the past three years between 56 to
57 percent.

Which of these types of attacks
resulted in some level of breach (loss
of data) and received this priority of
responses:
1.    Malware (20%)
2.    Data breach (19%)
3.    Spyware (14%)
4.    Phishing (13%)
5.    Ransomware (13%)
6.    Malicious spam (13%)

The Unknowns



CISOs report that “cyber
fatigue” – defined as virtually
have given up on staying ahead
of malicious threats and bad
actors -  is down from 46
percent of respondents in 2018
to 30 percent in 2019. 



• Base security budgeting on measured security outcomes with practical strategies coupled with cyber
insurance and risk assessments to guide your procurement, strategy, and management decisions.

• The only way to understand the underlying security needs of a business case is to collaborate across
siloes – between IT, Networking, Security and Risk/Compliance groups.

• There are proven processes that organizations can employ to reduce their exposure and extent of
breaches. Prepare with drills; employ rigorous investigative methods; and know the most expedient
methods of recovery.

• Orchestrate response to incidents across disparate tools to move from detection to response faster and
with less manual coordination.

• Address the number one threat vector with phishing protection, advanced spam filtering, and defense
against Business Email Compromised with DMARC.

Recommendations


